Panola oilmen, station operators praise abolishing old system

By GLYNDESHIRE

Oil producers and service station operators in Panola County have praised their colleagues around the state in applauding President Ronald Reagan's decision to move up the date for abolishing remaining price and allocation controls on production of gasoline and diesel fuel. The move was made in the wake of overwhelming support from the oil industry for ending price controls.

Oil dealer Gentry Nall says he thinks the consumer will become the ultimate beneficiary, although he expects prices to go up slightly. "It's a good move, I believe," he said. "But the consumer might pay a little more because the other oil companies aren't going to absorb the difference.

Glen Jefferson of the Little Tiger Oil Company says he thinks it will show the way for other states to follow. "The change is good, I think it's going to make the consumer better off," he said. "We've been waiting a long time for this change, and I think it's about time it came.

The following are some comments from Panola County producers and service station operators.

Rusk power plant on indefinite hold

Plante for the construction of the M&G power plant near Freudental is in the hands of an engineering firm in Panola County, according to Texas Utilities Inc. The firm was chosen to handle the design and construction of the plant.

The only formal action that has been taken was a letter sent by a group of Texas oilmen to the Texas Department of Utilities requesting that the proposed M&G power plant be considered for approval. The letter stated that the project would provide needed power to the area and that it would be a benefit to the community.

Plant officials said the letter was not a formal request for approval but rather a public relations effort to get the project on the list of possible projects for consideration.

Local phone increase not yet known

Although the Texas Public Utilities Commission has approved a 10 percent rate increase for local phone service in Panola County, the exact amount of the increase has not been determined. The increase would take effect on July 1.

The commission approved the rate increase on a vote of 3 to 1. Commissioner Al Dillard was the only dissenting vote. The proposed increase would be an average of 15 cents per month for residential service and 25 cents per month for business service.

The increase would affect about 25,000 customers in Panola County. About 12,000 of those customers are in the city of Carthage.

The Carthage Noon Lions Club played in a full house Friday night as members of the club and other community members enjoyed the show. The club donated the proceeds to the local schools.
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In 1978, the old Tatum High School, now known as Tatum Elementary School, was a bustling place with students, teachers, and administrators. The school was built in 1921 and served the community for many years before being replaced by the new Tatum High School in 1970.

Today, Tatum Elementary School is a bustling place with students, teachers, and administrators. The school was built in 1921 and served the community for many years before being replaced by the new Tatum High School in 1970. The old building was torn down and replaced by a new facility that was built to meet the needs of the growing community.

Tatum’s Heritage House

Tatum’s Heritage House is a historic home located in the center of the town. The house was built in 1890 and has been restored to its original condition. The house is open to the public and offers a glimpse into the history of Tatum and the surrounding area.

The house was built by John Tatum, one of the town's early settlers. The house was designed in the Victorian style and features a wrap-around porch, detailed woodwork, and a large fireplace.

The house is now owned by the Tatum Historical Society, which uses it as a museum to showcase the history of the town and its people. The society offers guided tours of the house, and visitors can learn about the town's past and see artifacts from the era.

The house is open to the public on Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. during the summer months, and on Sundays from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. during the winter months. The house is located at 101 E. Main St., Tatum, Texas, 75482.
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Answer: WHY NOT OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT THAT PAYS A BIG 5% INTEREST... COMPOUNDED DAILY!
96th Congress: undistinguished

By permission of The Baltimore Sun

The 96th Congress, which adjourned on August 2, put on an undistinguished performance in the first half of its first term, although it ended with some modest success in the form of a bill to create a national health insurance program.

The Independent Channel

The National Health Insurance Act, which passed the House and Senate and is now on President Clinton's desk, is a small victory for the Democratic Party. It is the first major piece of legislation to pass in the Congress, and it represents a shift in the direction of health care policy. The bill would establish a state-based system of health insurance, with the federal government providing a subsidy to states that establish their own programs. It would also provide a tax credit to employers who offer health insurance to their employees.

The bill has been criticized by some as being too weak, and it is unlikely to be a significant step toward a more comprehensive health care system. However, it is a step in the right direction, and it is likely to be the first of many measures taken in Congress to improve the nation's health care system.

When a typewriter stutters...

In a recent article in the Times, it was reported that a typewriter is being used to type a book. The typewriter is said to be a new invention, and it is designed to type as fast as a human can type.
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In pursuit of the truth on

Carthage’s Fire Department

By Marjorie Douglas

The Carthage Fire Department has been under scrutiny recently due to allegations of corruption and mismanagement. In this investigative series, we take a closer look at the department’s operations and the individuals involved.

Two residents, John Johnson and Mary Smith, have filed applications for positions on the Carthage school board. The applications were submitted after the district announced it was accepting applications for open positions.

Johnson, a former teacher, says he is interested in bringing new ideas to the board. "I want to make sure our students get a quality education," he said. "The current board has not done enough to address the issues facing our schools." Smith, a former parent, says she wants to ensure that parents have a voice in the decision-making process. "I think the current board is out of touch with the needs of our community," she said. "We need someone who will listen to us."